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The book The World ’ s  99 Greate s t  Inves tor s :  
The Secr e t  o f  Succ e s s  provides a unique 
opportunity to learn form the most 
prominent investors globally. In the book 
they generously share their experiences and 
insights. Magnus Angenfelt, previously a top 
ranked sell side analyst and hedge fund 
manager, will be presenting one investor per 
month at InvestingByTheBooks. For those 
who cannot wait for the monthly columns, 
we strongly recommend you to buy the 
book.  

Always know you could be wrong and will be a 
lot. There are two subsets here. Many focus on 
how smart they are compared to others, and 
presume if they’re smarter that is sufficient. 
Wrong! Capital markets move on the 
unexpected, and being a smarter processor of 
the same information everyone else bases 
decisions on doesn’t get you that far or provide 
that much extra value. Capital markets theory is 
clear: you have to somehow, some way, know 
something others don’t know. That’s very hard 
to do, and even when you think you do, you’re 
often wrong. Second, by measurement, even the 
most legendary investors end up being wrong a 
lot in the long term. Most investors are more 
wrong than right. A small percentage is right 
more than wrong in the long term. Everyone is 
wrong a lot, and if you can be right 70 per cent 
of the time in the long term you end up a living 
legend, which means by the same token you’ll be 
wrong fully 30 per cent of the time, and often 
for long enough time periods it feels like forever; 

so get used to being wrong. 

Whatever you did today won’t work ten years 
from now—so you always have to be thinking 
down the road about the next new thing that 
might work. Everything changes. Things I did 
successfully decades ago I wouldn’t attempt at all 
now. Thirty-five years ago I could find things in 
obscure trade journals in musty libraries and 
similar off-the-wall sources that might not have 
been discounted into market pricing. But today 
all that would be subject to an Internet search 
and known widely, and priced easily, so a 
different tack is needed. Once I could make 
money simply buying low price-to-sales ratio 
stocks. Not so now, unless it is a timing thing 
tied to when value is super hot. The time 
between when something seems new and seems 
to work in the markets and when it is overly 
popular and priced to oblivion seems ever faster 
as time rolls on, and that is likely to continue. 
The lesson I’ve learned is that pace continues, 
and will carry on doing so. Don’t lose your sense 
of who you are—you want to hang on to that—
but expect all tactics to become rapidly obsolete. 

The prime lesson of behaviouralism in the last 
thirty years is not how stupid everyone is or 
some behavioural trick you can apply to 
outmanoeuvre others in the marketplace, but 
that behaviouralism itself is about knowing 
yourself—and the most important lesson to 
learn from it is where you’re prone to blindside 
yourself, which everyone does; where you’re 
prone to overconfidence, which everyone is; and 
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where you have natural cognitive errors. Perhaps 
the best question to ask yourself is, ‘What am I 
doing to blindside myself right now?’ Parallel to 
this is ‘What do I believe that’s false?’ But often 

the answer to that second question derives from 
a cognitive error in our brains that could be 
corrected by knowing yourself better and better 
knowing your behavioural shortcomings. 

 

 

BORN San Francisco, USA 1950. 

EDUCATION Fisher graduated in Economics from Humboldt State University in 1972, after first 
studying forestry. 

CAREER After graduating, Fisher worked for his father, Philip Fisher, who was a noted money manager 
and author. Fisher started his own company, Fisher Investments, aged 29, in 1979. He still serves as 
chairman and CEO. 

INVESTMENT PHILOSOPHY Fisher is best described as an evolutionary investor, changing and using 
what he regards as the best investment approach for the moment. In the Seventies he pioneered and 
successfully worked with the price-to-sales ratio (PSR) method. For the time being, he is more focused on 
capitalizing on themes and sector cycles as they come into and out of favour. In general, Fisher is a top-
down investor, with a political and global perspective to his analyses. When it comes to stocks, which is 
his home turf, he bases his selection on screening. No visits to companies for him! 

OTHER Fisher’s firm manages over $40 billion and is considered one of the largest independent 
discretionary money managers in the US. He may be best known for his 29-year tenure as Forbes’s 
portfolio strategy columnist – the third longest-running columnist in Forbes 90-plus-year history. In 11 of 
the 16 last years he has beaten the market in terms of stock picks in Forbes. On average, his Forbes picks 
have outperformed the S&P 500 by 4.4 % annually. Fisher has received many awards and been listed as 
one of the industry’s 30 most influential people over the last 30 years by Investment Advisor. He has 
written ten books, most of them national bestsellers. In addition to PSR, he has spearheaded other 
analytical tools, such as the price-to-research ratio (PRR), and conducted academic research on consumer 
behaviour. Fisher was ranked 243 – with $2.3 billion – on the 2013 Forbes 400 list of richest Americans. 
He has located, excavated, and catalogued more than thirty-five pre-1920 steam-era redwood lumber mills. 
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